Abstract. We extend a nonsingular noninvertible map T on (X, 38, p.) to a minimal nonsingular automorphism containing T as a factor and preserving some measure theoretic properties of T. We call the automorphism the natural extension of T . We compute some examples of natural extensions: first when T is a shift with n a product measure, and then generalize the result to some nonexact examples as well.
Introduction anl> background
We have shown in an earlier paper that the maximal automorphic factor of an endomorphism carries measure theoretic information about the endomorphism [1] . A related invertible map is the minimal natural extension which has been studied in [8] [9] [10] for example. We give some examples to illustrate the differences and connections between the two automorphisms. In particular, the role of recurrent vs. nonrecurrent measures is irrelevant in the tail automorphism factor studied in [1] . We will show here that the opposite is true for the natural extension; this is also discussed in [8] . The examples in this paper first appeared as the last section of an unpublished preprint by the authors circulated in 1990; the rest of the preprint comprises [1, 2] . We have generalized some of the original results here.
We begin with the definition of the natural extension of a nonsingular endomorphism. Throughout this paper we assume we are given a standard Borel space (X, 33, p) with p a a-finite measure on 33 and an endomorphism T which satisfies the following conditions.
(1) T is forward and backward nonsingular (for all A e 33 , TA, T~lAe 33 , and p(A) = 0 <*• p(TA) = 0 <=!> p(T~xA) = 0).
(2) T is countable-to-one (for p a.e. x € X, the set {T~lx} is at most countable). (3) T is ergodic (for all A e 33 with T~lA = A, either p(A) = 0 or p(X\A) = 0).
(4) T is conservative (for each A e 33, there exists m e N such that p(A n T-mA) > 0).
By cop we denote the unique T~x33 measurable function satisfying: for every fe LX(X, 33, p), (*) / f(Tx)-cop(x)dp(x)= j f(x)dp(x).
Jx Jx
Clearly cop(x) = (dp/dpT~x)(Tx), and we call cop the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T with respect to p. Any function co satisfying (*) for all Lx functions is called a Markovian for T and p. Given any measure v = hdp , the function cov • h/(h o T) is a Markovian with respect to T and p but is not in general equal to cop . We have cov = ((h o T) / Ep(h\T~x 33)) • cop a.e. where Ep(-\srf) denotes the usual conditional expectation onto the sub-cr-algebra sf C 33 in (X, p) [5] ; conversely, every Markovian co gives rise to an equivalent measure v -co dp with cov = coo T. From the above, we have that changing from p to an equivalent measure does not guarantee a cohomologous Radon-Nikodym derivative (one with w" = ((h o T)/h) • cop); when we write cov ~ cop we will mean that (the measures v and p are equivalent and) the Markovians are cohomologous. We recall that, for invertible T, the notions of equivalent measures and cohomologous Radon-Nikodym derivatives are identical. In papers [8] and [10] it is shown that natural extensions are unique in the following sense. Proposition 1.3. If Tx on (Xx ,33x,px) is isomorphic to T2 on (X2, 332, p2) via an isomorphism 4> and if cop^ ~ coP2tf,, then their natural extensions are isomorphic [10] . Definition 1.4. We say the measure p of the endomorphism T is recurrent if there exists an / € Lx(X, 33, p) such that Y°lo(f(Tix)'lU=o wn(Tkx)) = °°f or p a.e. x e X.
A Markovian co is recurrent if the measure associated to it is recurrent (cf. [5] or [9] ).
We will give examples and results in this paper to illustrate that equivalent but noncohomologous measures have qualitatively different natural extensions. Also, two nonisomorphic endomorphisms can give rise to isomorphic natural extensions. These examples illustrate that there is still something lacking in a canonical method for choosing a natural extension for a non-measure-preserving conservative endomorphism.
ONE-SIDED NONSINGULAR BERNOULLI SHIFTS
We review briefly some results about one-sided shift spaces. In this section we assume that X = n^o{0> 1, ... ,n -1}, is the one-sided shift space on n states, T is the shift map, and p = n^o^' w^a /*/({./}) > 0 for all j e {0, ... , n -1}. In addition, we assume p is nonsingular for the shift. By applying various results, we have the following. Proposition 2.1 [4, 5, 7] . Any one-sided nonsingular shift with nonatomic product measure is exact and hence ergodic.
Proof. It is enough to show that a nonsingular shift measure is ergodic for the odometer by [5] . This follows from the conditions for nonsingularity for the shift [7] and ergodicity conditions for the odometer [4] . □ We construct two nonisomorphic finite measure-preserving one-sided Bernoulli shifts with isomorphic natural extensions. Using the same method we show how, for a fixed Bernoulli shift, changing to equivalent measures can give rise to uncountably many nonisomorphic nonsingular natural extensions. Our technique is to work with a nonrecurrent measure equivalent to an invariant one in each case; for each we obtain a nonsingular invertible map satisfying Definition 1.2. The natural extensions we obtain with these measures are isomorphic copies of the dissipative two-sided shift given by Krengel in [12] and Hamachi in [3] . The one-sided shifts we construct are isomorphic to the (\ , \) i.i.d. Bernoulli shift on two states and the (1/(1 + A), X/(\ + X)) i.i.d. Bernoulli shift respectively, with X e (0, 1). It is well known that the natural extensions of these shifts with respect to the i.i.d. measures are the two-sided versions of the same measures. Clearly choosing these measures gives nonisomorphic natural extensions. This contrasts with Proposition 2.13 of [1] regarding the automorphic factor, where changing to an equivalent measure does not affect the resulting invertible map but gives the same map and a cohomologous factor measure. The fact that nonrecurrent measures give dissipative natural extensions follows from Definition 1.2(2). Examples of two nonisomorphic endomorphisms (one Markov, one Bernoulli) with the same natural extension have been given earlier [11] .
The examples are constructed as shifts on the measure space X = nSo(^ > Ui with the product er-algebra of Borel sets which we will denote by 33. The first measure that we put on X is the product measure p = n^o^' defined as follows. We fix any X e (0, 1) and define Po({0}) -1/(1 + X) and p0({l}) = X/_(\+X). Then for all i > 1 we define pt({0}) = \ = pt({\}). The transformation T is the one-sided shift. Clearly T is two-to-one everywhere.
We write X = Co U Cx , where Cj = {x: xo = j} . Using results of Kakutani [7] we compute that 6pt is constant on Cj: for all x e Co, a i \ a i > dpoT~x X+l dpT(x) = dpT(Xo) = -J--(X) = -y-'
and for all x e Cx, a . . dpoT~\ . A+l
Using this plus the identity f?Aj-(x) = YlyeT-Ux) ^lJnr(y), we have that the Jacobian is constant on cylinders of length > 2, and for x e Cjk = {x: xo = j, xi = k} with 7°, k e {0, 1} , we have / (r\= ^o(fe) _ 2t*o(k) J"nX) Po(j)py(k) po(j) " Since C0p(x) = (\)/(0pToT), for all x e Cjk we have that cop(x) = p0(k)/px(k) = 2p0(k).
From this one computes that, for any i > 1, <w^(/,x) = (2/(1 + X))'Xp{x) where p(x) = p(xx, ... , xt) -xx-\-hx,-;
clearly this function is constant on cylinders of length i + 1. The nonsingularity of T follows from the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] , and estimates given in the same proof also show that p is a nonrecurrent measure for T.
The natural extension of F with respect to p is the two-sided shift with the following product measure (which is the dissipative shift studied by Krengel in [12] andHamachi in [3] ). Denoting the natural extension by V on the measure space (X',33',p'),
we have that X' = UZ-oo{°> lh and V-' = UZ-oo^i with p] = pi for i > 0, and for / < 0, p\ = po, i.e., ^-({0}) = 1/(1 + X) and p'i({i}) = X/(l + X). One can verify that cOpT = o)pT o n p! a.e. where it: X' -► X is the natural projection.
We now give a transfer function which takes p to an equivalent recurrent and invariant probability measure p. We define h(x) = h(xo) = (X + l)/2 if xo = 0 and h(x) = h(xo) = (X + \)/2X if Xo = 1; in other words, h(x) -dpj(x). Letting p = hdp, we now compute cOp(x). We denote by E^h) the conditional expectation of h onto T~x33 ; i.e., EXp(h) = Ep(h\T~x33). By [5] , {x) = eW){x)-w^x)-eJW){x)-However, from the above formulas one easily computes that Ej,(h) = 1 since Ep\(h)(x) = ojp(x) • 2Zy£T->(Tx)h(y)/JfT(y)-It is easy to see that p is in fact the infinite product measure each of whose factor measures is the (5,5) measure; that is, T on (X,p) is actually the (j,j)
Bernoulli shift. The original measure p is an equivalent nonrecurrent measure. Letting X range over all positive reals, we obtain uncountably many equivalent nonrecurrent measures all of whose natural extension measures are mutually singular. (This follows from Kakutani's conditions [7] .)
The second measure that we put on X is the related product measure v = ri/^o^' defined as follows. Using the same A £ (0, 1) as above, we define i/f.({0}) = 1/(1 + A) and i/,-({1}) = A/(l + A) for all i > 1 and set i/0({0}) = 2 = ^o({l})-The transformation S is still the one-sided shift on (X, v). A computation similar to that above shows that v is equivalent to the i.i.d. product measure v with I?,({0}) = 1/(1 + A) and I^,({1}) = A/(l + A) for every factor measure. It is easy to check that the natural extension for S on (X, v) is isomorphic to the natural extension for F on (X, p), even though the extensions for S on (X, V) and T on (X, p) are not isomorphic.
This leads to the general result about one-sided shifts with product measure. and a Borel measure p on X with the following properties: (1) T is the product of the two-sided shift with the one-sided shift; (2) T is nonsingular, conservative, and ergodic with respect to p; (3) T admits no a-finite invariant measure equivalent to p; and (4) T is neither exact with respect to p, nor is p the product measure of an exact with an automorphic measure. We describe briefly the construction. We denote by 33 x 33+ the product Borel a -algebra on Y x Y+ . We define the measure v on (Y ,33) to be the type III two-sided Bernoulli shift measure constructed by Hamachi in [3] . Then the measure on YxY+ will be of the form p(C) -fY py(C n a~xy) dv(y), where a is the projection map onto the first factor of Y xY+ . We specify the measures py on (Y+ , 33+) according to the following algorithm. We fix any A e (0, 1). We define two measures p° and px on the space {0, 1} by p°(0) = p°(l) = x2 and px(0) = 1/(1 + A),px(l) = A/(l+A). For each y e Y, we define py to be the infinite product measure given by Py = UZoPy' ■ Thatis'weconsider y = (...,y_i, y0, yx,...,y",...) and the ith factor in the measure py is pj if and only if y, = ;". Each py will be an infinite product of factors of two different measures on Y+ and, by results of Kakutani [7] , for v a.e. y e Y, py will be singular with respect to the shift a.
We denote the invertible shift on Y by <I>; then (Oy), = j>J+i. It follows that p<s,y = UZo PyM -nSi Py' • The proofs of properties (l)-(3) are given in [2] . With respect to the structure given above, we prove the following. Proof. Clearly the first condition of Definition 1.2 is satisfied. By [2, Proposition 4.12] since d(p<t,-iyo~x)(z)/dpy = 1 y a.e., it follows that coY(y, z) = co"(y) y a.e. □
We note that the structure of the maximal automorphic factor plays no role in the method used in computing the natural extension in Proposition 3.1. In particular, we can consider the following general construction.
Given a Lebesgue space (Y, SF, v) with O a conservative, nonsingular, ergodic automorphism of Y. Consider Z = ]]™0{0, I, ... , n -l}i w^tn the product er-algebra of Borel sets 3 , and let a denote the shift as a point transformation on (Z ,3). Given any family {py}y€Y of measures on (Z, 3) satisfying for v a.e. y eY:
